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By Rasmus Waern

Laurence King Publishing, United Kingdom, 2015. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This entertaining and informative book explores the world of architecture
through a series of 101 questions and answers that cover a wide range of issues on its practice and
theory. There are historical questions, such as Who was the first architect? and Are all churches
architecture? as well as ones that relate to contemporary activity, such as Have computers changes
architecture? or How small can a home get? . There are also many that are intriguing and
irreverent, such as Why do architects want to paint the world white? or Is Dubai a city? . For each of
the questions there is a brief, one-line answer and then a more extended discussion. Aimed at both
general readers as well as those in the field, this book will make a perfect purchase or gift for
anyone interested in architecture.
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ReviewsReviews

This book might be really worth a read, and superior to other. This really is for all who statte there had not been a really worth studying. I am just happy to
tell you that this is basically the very best pdf i actually have read through during my very own lifestyle and may be he best ebook for actually.
-- Elnor a  Ruecker-- Elnor a  Ruecker

The most e ective pdf i ever go through. It is probably the most incredible book i have got study. You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ahm a d Hea ney-- Ahm a d Hea ney
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